Sometimes it really is as easy as it looks.
You’ve checked out the Fiverr website. You’ve thought about your unique skills
and how others might need them. You’ve made a list of those skills and are ready
to learn more so you can start hustling, right?
I truly hope so. If you didn’t get last week’s newsletter with the intro to Fiverr, you
can find it here.
Now that I’ve realize how Fiverr <<affiliate link) can help me fill some of the
financial voids I’m facing, I want to expand the types of gigs I’m offering. Some
people grow their offering so much that they’re able to leave their full time jobs!
Surely I can grow mine enough to cover a few bills—or more. Right?
For those of you that are ready to move forward, let’s get excited—we’re doing this
together! Based on the questions I asked in the last newsletter, here’s what my list

of 10 looks like. I’m showing you the entire list I brainstormed and then what I stuck
with:
1. Weaving and weaves
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Knitting
Color expert
Writing
Graphic
Will turn your blog posts into an ebook

7. I will write an online dating profile that draws the right kind of guy
8. Make 3 pins for your article on 3 different platforms (3 Pinterest, 3
facebook, 3 twitter)
9. Website tester
10. Carry on English conversations on Whatapp
11. Brainstorm names for your book or product
12. Write a review of your book on Amazon. They provide the ebook.
13. Will comment on blog posts
14. Will write short product reviews
15. Will tell you a joke
16. Will send you a daily funny cat video for an entire week
17. Will research the meaning of your name
18. Will turn your image into a cross stitch pattern
19. Can turn your image into a seamless repeat
Some things I took off the list because they were too broad. Some things seemed
like they would take more time then I could invest. Some I decided I simply didn’t
want to do. And one was a conflict with my commitment to my full time job.

Once you have your top 10, it’s time to research.
I've created this handy-dandy worksheet to help you out. :)
1. Go to Fiverr and choose one of your top 10, then put it in the search bar.
You want to make sure that your search brings up similar gigs as what
you are planning to offer. So, you may have to rephrase it a few times.

2. Go through all of your top 10 and do the same, noting how many other
gigs are listed that are offering the same or similar. (see number circled in
red below)
3. As you find sellers that are similar, choose a few that have sold a large
number of this particular gig. That means, there’s a market out there and
your gig idea has potential. (see number circled in blue)
4. Go into their gig and note what they are charging as well as what people
are saying about them. If they are charging $5 to write an entire book, but
people are very unsatisfied then you can assume that they aren’t doing
stellar work. This means that a) There’s room for more people like you,
and b) You can charge more for the same service because you are going
to do an honest amount of work on it.
5. Make a list of the top 3 sellers for each of your ideas, how much they
charge, and how many gigs they have completed.

Once you have done the research (yes, it takes some time, but so does
anything worthwhile, right?) narrow your list down to your top three potential
gigs. Then, put them in order of what you want to try first.
1. I will turn your blog posts into an eBook
2. I will write an online dating profile that draws the right kind of guy
3. I will make 3 pins for your articles on 3 different platforms
SO, get a move on! Go through your ideas and do the homework now. In the next
newsletter, we’ll talk about how to set up your account and best practices on
Fiverr.

Still feel stuck? Check out this list of 50 Ways to Make Money on Fiverr.
It's almost time to start hustling!
Hugs,

P.S. If Fiverrs not your thing but you’re interested in seeing what else we’ve talked
about so far, stop by the archives page here.
P.S.S. If you signed up for the Become a Pinterest VA course or bought
the workbook <<affiliate links) let me know! I’m trying to work my way through the
workbook now!
<<affiliate links): Some of the services I recommend are ones that I’m also an affiliate for. This means
that purchasing something from them may result in me being compensated. Just know that I would never
provide a link or recommend something that I don't either personally use or have vetted and fully believe in. :)

